Abstract Evolutionary systems biology (ESB) is an emerging hybrid approach that integrates methods, models, and data from evolutionary and systems biology. Drawing on themes that arose at a cross-disciplinary meeting on ESB in 2013, we discuss in detail some of the explanatory friction that arises in the interaction between evolutionary and systems biology. These tensions appear because of different modeling approaches, diverse explanatory aims and strategies, and divergent views about the scope of the evolutionary synthesis. We locate these discussions in the context of long-running philosophical deliberations on explanation, modeling, and theoretical synthesis. We show how many of the issues central to ESB's progress can be understood as general philosophical problems. The benefits of addressing these philosophical issues feed back into philosophy too, because ESB provides excellent examples of scientific practice for the development of philosophy of science and philosophy of biology.
The interaction between evolutionary and molecular biology has taken various forms in the last several decades. Many of these interactions have been concerned with individual genes and particular protein products, or with comparative insights that treat whole genomes as static entities. Evolutionary systems biology (ESB) takes both evolutionary and molecular approaches further, by combining dynamic mechanistic models within multilevel evolutionary frameworks. There are several strands of ESB, with some focusing on genome architecture, others concentrating on population-level phenomena, and yet others concerned with the interactions of molecular networks. Both classic and novel evolutionary questions can be addressed by the wide range of tools and approaches deployed under the ESB umbrella. For example, new insights into epistasis may be gained (Segrè et al. 2005) , older views about network structure and causal properties rectified (Siegal et al. 2007) , or the fitness consequences of stochastic gene expression addressed (Wang and Zhang 2011) . In this article, which serves as a substantive introduction to a thematic section on ESB, we will not try to provide a general overview of the practices and history of the approach-we have done that in detail elsewhere (O'Malley 2012; Soyer 2012; Soyer and O'Malley 2013) . Instead, we will show how valuable ESB is for philosophical discussion of biology and of science in general, and suggest that there may be a feedback loop between scientific and philosophical interpretations of ESB.
We will focus on how ESB illuminates several key topics to do with explanation, modeling, and the application of theory to a range of data. These themes arose out of a recent (2013) workshop on ESB, sponsored by the Konrad Lorenz Institute for Evolution and Cognition Research (The KLI Institute) near Vienna. In that meeting, participants from philosophical and scientific backgrounds engaged in discussions of key modeling strategies, conceptual machinery, and the relationship between evolutionary and systems biology. Three other articles in this thematic section will take particular topics from that workshop and discuss them in depth. In this introductory article, we will build on the rich exchanges witnessed at the workshop to address reasons for and against the existence of a special label of ESB. We will outline some of the ''paradigm problems'' ESB aims to solve. Once that groundwork is laid, we can address generally and specifically philosophical issues in ESB, and how discussing them might indeed have value for both the relevant science and the philosophy of science.
ESB as a Label
Integrative practice is something that marks ESB as a scientific activity. Its practitioners combine large-scale data analysis with experimentation, and quantitative modeling with qualitative mechanistic explanations. These combinations come in such a variety of forms that some commentators have expressed uncertainty about whether labeling these diverse research activities as a singular approach called ESB is justified or useful. Instead, they hold that existing fields-such as systems biology or population genetics-can simply add new tools and datasets to their repertoires, and thus produce useful knowledge without presuming that a new field or approach is developing. For example, It seems that ESB covers a lot of ground. First systems biology-whatever it means-itself is pretty broad. And then on top of that, ESB apparently covers even more than SB. Still not sure what ESB is-I am torn about whether it could be interesting or completely flaky. I am a big fan of adding evolutionary approaches to just about any area of biology. So that alone makes me think about reading [these papers] to see whether there is any [thing] there. (Eisen 2012) Other commentators have echoed these thoughts, as in some anonymous referee comments received by the authors on manuscripts in 2013. For example, one said that, ''ESB has no real agenda of its own and is not exactly a distinct scientific discipline,'' while other comments stated that they ''just don't see what type of research actually belongs to the realm of ESB.'' Some of the resistance to the label may arise from skepticism about what ESB could actually accomplish. From this point of view, ''how'' questions about the function of biological systems are enough; ''why'' questions about their evolution are just too speculative. This is a very practical concern because understanding the current functions of intracellular networks takes enormous effort. Trying to provide an evolutionary account of why that function and structure evolved may be far too premature. Other reasons against the need for a label are given by people working within the very research area that might be labeled as ESB. These researchers note that they have been practicing variants of ESB for many years, and from this perspective, the term is redundant because the practice preexisted it.
However, there are also several strong reasons on offer for using the label of ESB. Some of these reasons are epistemic, to do with the nature of knowledge production. Others are more sociological, to do with the creation of scientific communities that can advance these epistemic aims. Positive epistemic reasons for ESB revolve around the advantages and even the necessity of an approach that seeks to generalize findings across specific projects. For example, ESB proponents have pointed to common interests across the field, which include ''a mechanistic understanding of the genotype-phenotype map, or insights into the evolutionary origin of network-or genome-level properties,'' as one anonymous reviewer wrote recently. An associated motivation is that without evolutionary analyses, systems biology will fall short of what it could achieve. In a complementary way, evolutionary biology without systems biology might not make the progress it needs to in a time of rapid scientific change. Sociological reasons for ESB highlight the formation of a like-minded community as the basis for these epistemic rationales.
Since we cannot deny the empirical fact that ESB appears to exist, in that scientists self-describe their research as ESB or are willing to contribute to efforts with that label (e.g., Soyer 2012), we think the main issue is not one of whether there is a ''field'' but of how its research activities are configured. This configuration can be described as a flexible combination of approaches rather than a settled field of research. There are several different ''fundamental questions'' driving ESB, and they have not yet been reconciled in its current ''turbulent phase of development'' (Koonin and Wolf 2008, p. 24) .
Advocates for ESB cite the possibility of unifying and synthesizing biological approaches as important motivations behind the field. In the workshop at the KLI, participants tended to focus on how systems biology could contribute to evolutionary biology (Fig. 1a) . Many of the themes below continue in that vein. However, an alternative focus could be how an evolutionary perspective contributes to systems biology (Fig. 1b) , with the emphasis on how that would change systems biology. But as some participants in the meeting concluded, in reality, the situation is more like the representation in Fig. 1c , in which there is overlap between evolutionary and systems biology, and this overlap is inhabited by different combinations of methods and data. As one participant noted, even if this overlap is only 1 % of the total activity going on in either systems biology or evolutionary biology, it is likely to be very valuable. Total fusion of evolutionary and systems biology is not only highly unlikely, but also undesirable: not all research goals will be shared. There are many different practical implications that arise from how the integration of systems and evolutionary biology happens, but our focus in the workshop and this article is on issues common to both areas of research. As another participant at the meeting observed, understanding what ESB actually is might best be achieved by understanding the core problems that attract researchers to the general area.
Paradigm Problems of ESB
There are several central problems that ESB sets itself the task of resolving or at least illuminating. These are issues on which systems biology or evolutionary biology on its own is not able to make sufficient headway. One of these core issues is the development of more detailed genotypephenotype maps. While such mappings have been produced for decades now, they have so far lacked mechanistic elaboration and predictive capacity (Dean and Thornton 2007; Loewe 2009) , with the exception of very specific cases such as RNA secondary structure (e.g., Wagner 2011) . General statements about population size, mutation frequency, and fitness are immensely valuable for guiding experimental work and understanding evolution in the abstract. But for explaining and predicting evolutionary outcomes, more detail is needed about mutational effects on phenotypes, and how such effects are produced through mechanistic effects on underlying systems. Not only will this require far more detailed understandings of epistasis and pleiotropy, but also more extensive insight into phenotypic variability. Mechanistic models of cellular networks are key to filling in these gaps.
Whichever way genotype-phenotype maps are elaborated will require a combination of modeling strategies with experimental work. As some of the discussion below will demonstrate, the integration of ''multilevel'' models is a major theme in ESB. While at the meeting we discussed mostly mathematical models of different sorts, other modeling strategies in ESB also involve the material construction of intracellular networks-an activity known as synthetic biology-which are important modeling tools in their own right (Soyer and O'Malley 2013) . These synthetic biology constructions add to the capacity of experimental evolutionary approaches by demonstrating alternative or potential evolutionary pathways. Enhancing the experimental contribution to genotype-phenotype mapping is of major importance, but the question we will focus on is when and how to integrate modeling strategies, and whether certain types of modeling should dominate ESB. While some of these questions can be answered contextually in relation to specific research questions, they may also be guided by general reflections on how evolutionary explanations are structured.
The distinction between ''how'' and ''why'' explanations has often been thought of as central to evolutionary biology, with ''how'' explanations relegated to physiological and developmental research (e.g., Mayr 1961) . ESB represents the antithesis of this separation, because one of its characteristic activities is embedding proximate causal explanations within ultimate evolutionary explanations, and showing that there is in fact a two-way interaction between such causal bases. This topic has been the focus of recent philosophical and scientific attention (e.g., Laland et al. 2013 ; plus associated commentaries). One conclusion of this discussion is that, Mayr's dichotomous formulation [of proximate and ultimate causes] has now run its useful course and … evolutionary biology would be better served by a concept of reciprocal causation, in which causation is perceived to cycle through biological systems recursively. (Laland et al. 2013, p. 719) Such claims would seem to lie at the heart of ESB and are of considerable importance for the Modern Synthesis of evolutionary biology. Applying these emerging philosophical b Evolutionary biology as a subset of practices contributing to systems biology. c Evolutionary biology and systems biology as largely distinct but fruitfully overlapping approaches, with overlap likely to increase with time arguments to ESB will be helpful for evaluating positions that urge new interpretations of the how-why or proximateultimate distinction.
Philosophical Themes in ESB
ESB offers a wealth of opportunity for both philosophy of science and philosophy of biology to advance some of their long-running deliberations on scientific practice. The issues we focus on are explanation, modeling, and theoretical synthesis. In addition to enriching philosophy, philosophical analyses of ESB probe and potentially make contributions to several of the issues that are central to ESB's own development.
Explanation and Prediction
Philosophy of science has a particularly strong historical investment in the nature of explanation. Despite earlier efforts to give a mutually entailed account of explanation and prediction within a ''covering law account'' (Hempel and Oppenheim 1948) , philosophers began to think of the two activities quite separately in the 1950s. Evolutionary biology was in fact one of the examples used by philosophers to show that explanation is not necessarily predictive (Scriven 1959) . Explanation took over as the philosophical focus, with prediction becoming its lesser, dubiously related cousin (e.g., Rescher 1958) . Today, explanation-and especially mechanistic explanation-rule the roost. However, the standard philosophical formulation of mechanistic explanation asserts that mechanistic explanations generate predictions, and that failed predictions can help refine the mechanistic explanatory model (Machamer et al. 2000; Douglas 2009 ).
While it might be reasonably straightforward to posit mechanistic explanations as the background to the foregrounded predictive aspects of systems biology, will this be the case for ESB? A perennial question of evolutionary biology has been its capacity for predictiveness, whichprior to the advent of large molecular datasets-was often decreed to be impossible (e.g., Mayr 1961; Gould 1990 ). ESB gives evolutionary biology new means by which to generate evolutionary predictions. The mechanistic models that underpin network biology are set out as mathematical equations. These models can generate predictions about future system states given additional knowledge about ecological conditions over time (Soyer 2010; Papp et al. 2011) . However, philosophy of mechanism has so far tended to focus on concrete and easily visualized mechanisms, meaning philosophical accounts of explanation relate best to graphical representation and qualitative causal reasoning. This might work well for some molecular-physiological models and proximate explanation, but becomes problematic for probabilistic populationlevel phenomena and ultimate explanation (Matthewson and Calcott 2011; Levy 2013 ). Evolutionary models are very commonly concerned with these aggregated phenomena and their explanations. How then, do mechanistic models fit what is going on in evolutionary biology? Exploring this question is one of the primary challenges for philosophical analyses of ESB, and ESB research itself.
While systems biology's very rationale is to combine explanation and prediction, evolutionary biology is currently framed by ultimate explanatory aims (Mayr 1961) . By integrating systems biology, which requires precise models of mechanisms, ESB is attempting to model those mechanisms as they operate across stretches of evolutionary time. In its efforts to develop mechanistic explanations of evolutionary processes and outcomes, ESB brings in causal details to generate a fine-grained understanding of evolution. But it also aims to predict phenotypic consequences of genetic and environmental changes on evolving lineages (Papp et al. 2011) . What ESB can do, therefore, is give philosophers a variety of ways in which to think about the explanation-prediction connection, including that of explanation on different timescales, with special reference to modeling strategies.
Modeling and Explanation
Because ESB arises at the confluence of different approaches and research questions, modeling tensions can emerge between different levels of explanatory model (Calcott et al. 2015, this issue) . These tensions are especially strong between detailed mechanistic and law-based explanations, as one of the articles in this collection discusses (Green et al. 2014 , this issue; see below). The philosophy of modeling has undergone an enormous upsurge in philosophy of science as it has replaced adherence to law-based theory by a focus on mechanistic models. Although there are diverse discussions of modeling in philosophy of science, one area that has developed very rapidly in the last decade is that of how models explain. This is of particular importance when different modeling strategies are used for the same research questionssomething highly characteristic of ESB. In systems biology, the aim is to go beyond phenomenological descriptions and qualitative causal models, and towards prediction and control via mathematical modeling. But in addition to prediction, explanation is sought: ''the structure of the model should somehow reflect the underlying mechanisms in the biological system'' (Cedersund and Roll 2009, p. 904) .
In philosophical accounts of mechanism, explanatory models describe in detail mechanisms and their behaviors.
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More abstract dynamic mathematical modeling is deemed by some philosophers to be explanatory only when it describes a mechanism in a very concrete way (Kaplan and Bechtel 2011; Kaplan and Craver 2011) . While many biologists are entirely focused on such mechanisms-for good reason, because such models enable intervention-a more abstracted level of modeling (e.g., dynamical systems theory, which allows generalizable inferences to be made about biological systems over time) is also at work in ESB (for other fields, see Fagan 2012) . Some workshop participants saw ESB's goal as one of being able to combine these modeling approaches in order to give general highlevel accounts that are of relevance to experimentalists. A key challenge for any integration of such models is to account for the influence of evolutionary forces on cellular and subcellular processes. Most approaches and tools from dynamical systems theory assume time invariance of the environment and hence constant parameter values. There are few practical tools for the analysis of nonlinear timeinvariant dynamical models. From a philosophical perspective, particular formulations of dynamical systems theory, such as mathematical general systems theory (Wolkenhauer et al. 2012) , may offer opportunities for philosophers of science to develop accounts of nonmechanistic explanation.
Philosophy of Evolution: Explanatory Synthesis
As well as philosophy of science issues, ESB addresses some of the core concerns of philosophy of biology. Historically, philosophy of biology has focused on evolutionary biology, and especially evolutionary theory in the form of the conceptual machinery of Darwinian evolutionary theory (rather than population genetics). Particular attention has been paid to conceptualizing units of selection and species. ESB is not of particular relevance to those efforts, but it does tread a path that is just as well worn in philosophy of biology. This shared interest has to do with evolutionary explanation. ESB highlights several important explanatory conflicts in evolutionary biology. They include those between non-adaptional and adaptive evolutionary explanation (see de Visser et al. 2003; Lynch 2012; Landry et al. 2013; Siegal 2013) , proximate and ultimate explanation (see above), optimality and non-optimality explanation (Flamholz et al. 2013) , and engineering versus evolutionary explanation (Calcott 2014) . A general theme that is of great relevance to the philosophy of evolution is whether and how ESB contributes to the quest for a revised Modern Synthesis of evolutionary biology. This contribution does not need to be in the sense of overthrowing established knowledge, but may simply have the aim of enhancement. A conservative way of thinking about ESB is that it merely adds new molecular tools and analyses to existing evolutionary approaches. A more radical view would hold that in this very integration of systems and evolutionary biology, the old framework changes into something different. But does this simply involve throwing a bit of evolutionary theory into systems biology, and a bit of systems biology into evolutionary biology? A point raised very strongly at the meeting was that evolutionary analyses in ESB need to be, as one participant said, ''integral, not just tacked on.'' What might this mean in terms of integrating a population genetics approach with a systems one?
Lately, additions to the Modern Synthesis have been described by philosophers and philosophically oriented scientists as an ''Extended Synthesis,'' in which there is an ''ongoing shift from a population-dynamic account to a causal-mechanistic theory of phenotype evolution'' (Pigliucci and Müller 2010, p. 12 ). This rebalancing is in part what is driving ESB, but not quite in the way these commentators suggest. Our view of ESB research so far is that it is not a matter of going from population-dynamic accounts to causal-mechanistic ones, but of integrating them or working out their relationships to a particular research goal. This is what is of central philosophical importance in ESB, and requires an elaboration of how to interpret Fig. 1 .
Population and quantitative genetics offer formal models that describe average fitness in populations and statistical associations between genotypes and phenotypes, whereas systems biology provides quantitative models of the function of intracellular networks in individual organisms. There is no hard line between the two approaches, however, and crossover work already exists between systems biology and population genetics. Ultimately, the aim of integrating the two approaches is to have complete understanding of the fitness effects of variation in molecular networks at a populational level (Loewe 2009 ). For example, combining large-scale mutational analyses with mechanistic models would allow evolutionary predictions to be made at different levels of biological organization (Papp et al. 2011; Landry and Rifkin 2012) . Very often, these sorts of proposals are made on the basis of metabolic networks, for which there is a great deal of data and characterization, as well as assumptions about steady states.
These analyses can be extended to molecular phenomena with unknown fitness effects, such as ''noise'' in gene expression. Noise refers generally to molecular fluctuations in biological processes; with regard to gene expression it is the stochastic variability of messenger RNA and protein levels in cells with identical genomes and environments. Very little is known about how such noise percolates through regulatory networks, although it is likely to be attenuated or amplified by various nonlinearities in those networks (see, e.g., Raj et al. 2010) . Noisy processes can be captured by mechanistic models of molecular activity on cellular biomass production (e.g., Wang and Zhang 2011), whereas the classic abstract models of population genetics do not incorporate effects that arise from intracellular noise. These classic models also shy away from nonlinear processes-even deterministic ones. In addition, mechanistic models can make predictions about those effects and what their alterations mean for evolving systems. The inevitability of noise and its effects on fitness make it clear that ''molecular stochasticity must be included in a comprehensive evolutionary theory'' (Wang and Zhang 2011, p. E74) . Importantly, however, integrating mechanistic models into population genetic theory might not lead to complete incorporation of one sort of model by the other, but to the mutual revision of both population-genetic and mechanistic models.
The key place where traditional population/quantitative genetic theory and ESB intersect is the genotype-phenotype map. Theorists have always made simplifying assumptions about the nature of this map. This is understandable because without simplifying assumptions, the models would be mathematically intractable and generalizations would be hard to come by. The danger, of course, is that if the assumptions are unfounded then so are the generalizations. Yet it must be said that in general, population genetics is not in crisis; indeed, it is experiencing a massive resurgence as genotype data on populations of humans and other species are being generated at a rapid and accelerating pace. Population genetics has been crucial to extracting meaning from these data by revealing, for example, recent adaptive events or demographic histories.
The situation for quantitative genetics is a bit different. The outpouring of human data from genome-wide association studies (GWAS), although leading to exciting discoveries of genes associated with important human traits, has revealed a consistent problem of ''missing heritability.'' This problem refers to the realization that the genetic loci found to contribute to variation in a particular trait typically account for a minor fraction of the variability expected to be explained by genetic causes. This gap raises the major problem of just how explanatory quantitative genetic explanations of traits are (Turkheimer 2011). The reason or reasons for the missing heritability remain to be determined, but several hypotheses concern aspects of the genotype-phenotype map that are central to ESB, such as robustness and epistasis (Zuk et al. 2012 ). Other proposed explanations for the missing heritability focus on the low power of (even extremely large) GWAS to detect all relevant loci: the missing heritability could be explained by genetic architectures in which very many loci of very small effect contribute to phenotypic variation (Rockman 2011) . These explanations are not mutually exclusive. For example, the small effects could be context dependent and small only on average. This is a place where ESB has the potential to contribute substantially to evolutionary theory-by forcing the adoption of more complicated models of the genotype-phenotype map but at the same time constraining the potential forms those models could take.
The abstract connection in quantitative genetics between genotype and phenotype might not, however, be neatly supplemented by systems biological approaches. Much successful systems biology takes a modular approach, in which genes with a common function are conceptualized as having some independence from genes that do not contribute to that function (Wagner et al. 2007) . The way in which modules of genes are experimentally mapped to functional phenotypes greatly reduces the complexity of the mapping process (Landry and Rifkin 2012) . But unfortunately, module-based mapping is not the same sort of mapping that quantitative genetics aims at, due to the mutational complexities it addresses via statistical associations. Systems biology and quantitative genetics thus deploy different idealizations of gene interactions such as pleiotropy and epistasis. The modular approach of systems biology is unlikely to capture the subtleties of quantitative trait maps, even if the latter maps do not causally describe multiple levels of biological interaction (Landry and Rifkin 2012) . However, despite the imperfect correspondence between such mapping approaches, there is considerable optimism in ESB that integrated mapping is feasible and valuable, even if it is more difficult than inserting one mapping methodology or result inside the other.
But ongoing attempts at this integration still leave untouched the epistemic challenges posed by the missing heritability problem: if robustness, epistasis, and/or weak causation are widespread, is there a limit to what we can know about the causes of phenotypic variation even with extremely large studies? Although this is a fascinating conundrum for philosophers to reflect on further, we suspect the biologists confronting this challenge will continue to attack it regardless of any theorized limit to knowledge. In fact, that limit is not clear. Missing heritability is comprised at least in part by hidden heritability (Gibson 2010) and what may still be missing are the appropriate methodologies to reveal that hidden fraction. And indeed, if ESB has one message for observers of the life sciences, it would be that problems that are understood as methodological limits to evolutionary biology are merely the best starting places for novel approaches in ESB.
A similarly challenging situation arises when evolutionary theory and ESB intersect in attempts to explain features of system organization. These are both global features, such as scale-free architectures, and local features, such as over-represented regulatory motifs. So far, many of these explanatory efforts have been adaptationist, with network structures and properties (e.g., robustness) being explained by selective advantage (see Siegal 2013) . What is still lacking is a fully elaborated ''non-adaptional theory''-incorporating but not restricted to neutral theoryof the evolution of biological systems. Some important work is already pointing toward ways in which to do this (e.g., de Visser et al. 2003; Solé and Valverde 2006; Soyer and Bonhoeffer 2006; Lynch 2007a, b; Crombach and Hogeweg 2008; Wagner 2008b ), but further development of appropriate null models for the evolution of complex networks is likely to become a major goal not only for ESB but also evolutionary biology as a whole.
However, the residual general issue embedded in questions about modifications to the Modern Synthesis is the fact that for some evolutionary biologists, the very idea that anything ''revolutionary'' could be underway with regard to the Modern Synthesis is suspect.
I think the theoretical tools-the idea of natural selection and mathematical population genetics-are already at hand, and although we may get new analytical tools (such as genomics!), the rest is just hard grinding work trying to understand speciation and natural selection in the wild. I may be wrong, but I don't scent revolution in the wind yet. (Coyne 2009) EvoDevo is sometimes cited as a truly novel contributor to the Modern Synthesis (e.g., Müller 2007; Carroll 2008) , but according to many other commentators, its inclusion does not greatly perturb the core conceptual apparatus of evolutionary biology (e.g., Sterelny 2000; Minelli 2010 ). Here, we are not particularly interested in that debate as it stands; far more compelling is the question of how EvoDevo itself can be understood in light of ESB. Some very promising results have been achieved along those lines already, with-for example-the development of a conceptual framework that has the scope for understanding phenotypic variability both quantitatively and dynamically (Jaeger et al. 2012) . One of the articles in this collection will delve more deeply into epistemic questions about EvoDevo and dynamic mechanistic models (Jaeger et al. 2015, this issue-see below) .
In addition to these advances, it is clear that developmental biology on its own is increasingly incorporating systems biology approaches, as the former increases its attention to modeling and genome-scale quantitative data (see Jaeger et al. 2015, this issue) . Figure 2 expands Fig. 1 to represent the interactions between these approaches. This trend in itself is worth watching, to see the transformations brought about in developmental systems biology, and how it becomes ''evolutionized'' (Busser et al. 2008; Wunderlich and DePace 2011) . This outcome, of developmental and systems approaches becoming integrated with evolutionary analyses, is also reached by developmental approaches that are already evolutionary (EvoDevo), and which integrate systems biological approaches to achieve multilevel explanations of particular developmental phenomena (Fig. 2) . But as in the population-genetic and network biology intersection discussed above, the adaptiveness of organizational features in development cannot be taken for granted. Developmental systems drift and null models of genome evolution will have to be ruled out by rigorous analysis (True and Haag 2001; Siegal 2013) , and consideration of constraints at different levels taken into account (de Visser et al. 2003) . Figure 2 depicts general research approaches, in which methods, aims, and interests are shared in various configurations. Practitioners located in any general research area (developmental biology (DB), evolutionary biology (EB), systems biology (SB)) can combine elements of approaches from their neighbors. We see ESB, evolutionary developmental systems biology (EDSB), and developmental systems biology (DSB) as comprised of these overlaps rather than being some sort of fixed area into which practitioners move. EvoDevo, however, has a somewhat more defined identity. Moreover, we do not mean to indicate any hard boundaries between ESB and EDSB. We are merely suggesting that not all ESB is going to be concerned with metazoan (and sometimes plant) development, and that issues arising in EDSB-or for that matter, EvoDevo and DSB-may not always be shared with EB or SB. In this article, however, we have focused on issues we think are common to both ESB and EDSB.
Philosophy of Evolution: Scope
The final broad question raised by ESB is whether all biology must necessarily be evolutionary. Theodosius Dobzhansky's famous quote about all biology being Fig. 2 Interactions between systems biology (SB), evolutionary biology (EB), and developmental biology (DB) understood in the light of evolution can be interpreted as biological understanding being achieved ''only in light of evolution.'' However, this interpretation is a rather unnuanced claim that that can be easily resisted. The other view is more difficult to reject: that non-evolutionary research approaches have made progress and will continue to do so without any consideration of evolutionary processes, thus refuting Dobzhanksy's claim. For example, research into physiological function is often thought to be exempt from evolutionary questions, in that the focus is what a system does now rather than how it came to be that way (e.g., Boogerd et al. 2007 ). Once a good mechanistic account of such a system has been developed, this view agrees that there may be some epistemic and therapeutic benefits from applying evolutionary analyses to that system, in order to understand malfunction. However, according to this interpretation, evolutionary analysis is not necessary to achieve explanations of current function.
We think this position is balanced by numerous biological phenomena in which both mechanistic and evolutionary accounts are valuably combined in order to grasp current function as well as dysfunction. A classic example is that of the heart as a pump. There is a fairly complete understanding of the function of the heart from a ''plumbing'' perspective, but high levels of heart disease require an integrated evolutionary perspective that addresses dysfunction within the context of explaining the evolution of healthy function. The increasing rates of heart disease in industrialized societies is one of the prime examples used in discussions of evolutionary medicine (e.g., Nesse and Williams 1998) . A more molecular but still familiar illustration can be drawn from adaptive immunity and the production of antibody diversity, which is understood in deep molecular detail. Despite this detail, the existence of a diversity-generating mechanism for antibodies requires an evolutionary explanation, and understanding the evolutionary forces shaping that diversity has important clinical implications (James and Tawfik 2003; Burton et al. 2005) .
Heart function and immunity are both helpful examples because they are familiar to most people. In ESB, examples are more complicated but they illustrate this explanatory interdependence even more convincingly. For instance, mechanistic explanation of a process known as stochastic switching in gene regulation-whereby intracellular networks flip between two phenotypic states-turns out to require an evolutionary explanation and vice versa. Fluctuating selection, which arises in relation to variable environments, is not enough on its own to drive the emergence of stochastic switching. Noise or stochastic variability in gene expression is what tips intracellular systems into one state or the other, and this capacity to switch has consequences for fitness and evolvability (Kuwahara and Soyer 2012) . Or, viewed from the perspective of robustness, mechanistic explanations alone cannot adequately characterize how systems respond robustly in different environments, and what the role of noise is in those responses (Félix and Wagner 2008) . Only by combining both these explanations can we understand the switch mechanism, the contexts in which it will operate, and the fitness consequences for the entities involved.
In Summary
Overall, ESB can be understood as a meeting ground from which the mutual enrichment of systems and evolutionary approaches can result. Some of these benefits are to do with breadth. ESB enables attention to a greater diversity of evolved systems, and this comparative potential leads inevitably to evolutionary analyses across different levels of variation. But there is also the advantage of depth. By providing detailed mechanistic explanations of system properties that are embedded in a dynamic landscape, greater explanatory depth is achieved-not to mention predictive potential. But in addition, the discussions above demonstrate very clearly that some of the central issues in ESB are also core issues in philosophy of science and philosophy of biology. This alignment of interests indicates a potentially productive interplay between ESB and philosophical analysis.
Overview of Articles in the Thematic Section
As we noted above, this special collection of articles grew out of a conference on ESB, when philosophers and evolutionary systems biologists met to discuss this research area in depth. The aim was more to engage in dialogue than it was to select particular issues or reach a general conclusion. Nevertheless, we found our discussions repeatedly returned to the same themes and the articles we have now produced collaboratively echo those shared concerns. Presentations at the workshop initially looked as if they would cover many more diverse topics (see http://www.kli. ac.at/events/event-detail/1378332000/evolutionary-systemsbiology), but these naturally converged on the core topics below. One agreement reached by the whole group was that this particular collection of papers on ESB should in fact be driven by the philosophical issues and input from philosophers, rather than specific scientific themes being chosen as the foci. But as is obvious, philosophical interests overlap considerably with some of the more abstract scientific interests.
The first article following this introduction is a good demonstration of this overlap. In an explanation of the tensions between developmental biology and neo-Darwinian evolutionary biology, Sara Green, Melinda Fagan, and Johannes Jaeger suggest that these two fields have not only different causal attributions but also quite different explanatory aims. The authors elucidate these distinctions by depicting both a failed and a successful case of explanatory integration between the two fields. The article focuses on the contrast between the mechanistic models emerging from experimental work, and the dynamical systems models that feature in research seeking general principles. The reconciliation of these different aims and strategies offers a valuable example of how ESB can work when different explanatory projects are recognized, and of how both approaches combined can take the research further than they could when isolated from each other. The article also provides additional grist for the philosophical mill of explanation, and shows how ESB can advance current discussions in philosophy of modeling.
This theme, of explanatory integration, is pursued further by Jaeger, this time with coauthors Manfred Laubichler and Werner Callebaut. Jaeger et al. focus on evolving developmental systems and how these can be understood in light of the perspective afforded by dynamical systems theory. They argue that EvoDevo investigation need not be explanatorily constrained by traditional comparative methodology or more recent molecular experimental investigation. Both of these are reaching the limits of what they can achieve. Extended insight into the evolution of developmental systems can be gained by incorporating the quantitative mechanistic modeling central to ESB, so that development, ecology, and evolution can be addressed cohesively and predictively. Using the metaphor of exploration, Jaeger et al. suggest a local, targeted approach to the configuration space of a diversity of real-world developmental systems in their environments. While such an approach will not produce a single universal theory-something the paper justifies on the grounds of a perspectivist epistemology-it will enable a more integrated and generalizable understanding of evolving developmental systems. The implementation of this methodology and associated conceptual machinery could be understood as the culmination of the EvoDevo synthesis, in that it helps unify and extend existing more constrained findings. The authors urge optimism and a considerably shorter time frame for this synthesis than other commentators outside ESB have.
A nice variation on the explanatory theme is addressed by the final article in the collection, by Brett Calcott, Arnon Levy, Mark Siegal, Orkun Soyer, and Andreas Wagner. They examine the relationship in ESB between engineering and evolutionary methods and explanatory structures. Philosophers and scientists alike have often criticized analogies between engineering and evolution, with the former given connotations of perfected design and rational planning, and the latter those of tinkering (Jacob 1977) . Many disanalogies between the two have been mooted (e.g., Lewontin 1996) . A perspective advanced at the ESB meeting was that rather than thinking of a direct relationship between engineering and evolution, with a tendency to think of one approach as somehow more ''fundamental,'' it would be better to understand the relationship as a mediated one (Calcott 2014) . Both engineering and evolution can be viewed as drawing on a pool of shared principles that belong to neither approach. Various principles can be taken back to the home discipline, modified appropriately, and formalized by different modeling languages. In their argument for the compatibilities between engineering (especially software engineering) and evolutionary approaches in an ESB context, Calcott et al. erode the traditional distinction between ''genuine'' models and ''mere'' metaphors in scientific practice. In the course of this analysis, they refine and elaborate the very concept of model itself, and thus show how investigations of ESB can contribute to philosophy of modeling.
In addition to the concepts and issues discussed in these articles, ESB is also a source for the debate and refinement of other philosophically important concepts: robustness, evolvability, and modularity. While these topics were discussed intensively at the meeting (particularly robustness and evolvability), they are only incidental to the papers in this collection simply because of the choice of focus. However, it is worth noting that ongoing analyses of robustness are of huge importance to ESB, which is developing not only mechanistic accounts of how robust systems evolve but also richer conceptualizations of robustness itself (e.g., Soyer and Pfeiffer 2010; Levy and Siegal 2012; Wagner 2012) . Likewise, evolvability is a crucial ESB topic (e.g., Crombach and Hogeweg 2008; Wagner 2008a; Kuwahara and Soyer 2012 ) and philosophers will find ESB a treasure trove for future refinements of the current philosophical literature. Modularity, as noted above in the discussion of systems biology and quantitative genetics, is central to an understanding of the integration of these approaches, and the obstacles such integration faces (Landry and Rifkin 2012) . The success or failure of ongoing ESB efforts to bring together different modeling strategies will be very useful to philosophical discussions of modularity (e.g., Callebaut 2005) .
Benefits of this Workshop Encounter Between ESB and Philosophy of Science
All the topics discussed above demonstrate clearly that ESB exemplifies in nuanced and often new ways many of the issues philosophers of science and biology are eager to understand more fully. We think it should also be obvious that attention to ESB will allow philosophical discussions of biological explanation in particular to go further, and for philosophers to develop more sophisticated analyses of explanatory integration. Are there benefits to these philosophical advances for the scientists engaged in ESB? We think so, at several levels.
The first basic one chimes with what we called the ''sociological'' reason for using the label of ESB. Talking about what is distinctive, strong, and problematic in ESB with philosophers (and historians) of science is likely to function as an outreach exercise in addition to helping with community building. Furthermore, one of the main complaints made about ESB is that some of its key research topics-such as robustness and evolvability-are ill-defined. Whether or not this is really the case we will leave aside; we accept the practical challenge of posing research questions in language that is broadly accepted as precisely defined and logically sound. In their traditional role of clarifying imprecise concepts, philosophers could collaborate with ESB practitioners to devise conceptual tools that communicate more effectively. But there is more to philosophy than clarification, and philosophical modelbuilding and evaluation of scientific models is something philosophers of science see as a disciplinary strength. An important area of cross-disciplinary interaction, therefore, concerns modeling, what it is meant to achieve, and how it achieves those goals. This article has outlined more specifically some of the key areas in ESB modeling where this interaction could be productive on both sides.
This philosophical-ESB interaction would not be confined to research that self-identifies as ESB. As we noted above, there are large areas of evolutionary biology and systems biology that do not necessarily see a need for integration (see Fig. 1 ). We suggest that a philosophy-ESB interaction helps provide insight into both the distinctions between those approaches and the reasons why in some important research contexts integration is not only desirable but necessary. As meeting participants noted, this integration cannot be superficial and may result in adjustments to the contributing approaches. Philosophers of biology, in virtue of their practical distance from the everyday science and yet a long preoccupation with the general issues of bringing different levels of explanation together, are in a position to at least comment in informed and potentially constructive ways about ongoing integration between evolutionary and systems biology. The converse is true too: philosophy of ESB should be able to propose and assess situations in which the integration of systems and evolutionary biology is neither useful nor necessary.
Concluding Thoughts and Future Directions
Drawing attention to the different foci and approaches of ESB helps make sense of the ''turbulence'' and broad scope of ESB (see above) by depicting it as a complex set of interacting practices and research questions that are productively understood in light of some central philosophical tensions. These tensions are by no means irresolvable, and aiming to address them is likely to lead to advances that are valuable even outside ESB (assuming a restricted definition of its activities). We have shown above some profound issues that are as philosophical as they are scientific. As an emerging hybrid approach, ESB has not been around long enough to paper over its philosophical cracks. We suggest that philosophers take advantage of this transparency, to develop richer philosophical accounts of explanatory integration and multilevel modeling. And we predict that scientists will take advantage of the philosophical depths of ESB (even if they don't call it philosophy) to continue the ongoing transformation of evolutionary theory in the systems-biology era.
